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A Short History of Papua New Guinea
1993

a short history of papua new guinea is a concise book describing the quick and steady growth of
the many small isolated and self sufficient societies that made up the fledgeling british papua
and german new guinea colonies towards the end of the last century the book traces how the
british and german colonies grew and the effects that each administration had on health religion
education and trade up to and beyond independence

Parliament of a Thousand Tribes: Papua New Guinea
1972

a study of nation building processes in the young state of papua new guinea and of opposition to
these in one of the country s peripheral provinces manus intense resistance to lucifer the state
is offered there by wind nation the old paliau movement made famous by mead and schwartz

Faces and Voices of Papua New Guinea
1986

describes the geography history people and culture of papua new guinea

The State and Its Enemies in Papua New Guinea
1996

general study and thematic atlas of papua new guinea history influence of colonialism
population dynamics education health language land tenure rural area human settlement land
utilization agriculture subsistence farming cash crops forestry fishing mineral resources industry
tourism trade transport physical geography etc maps photographs references

The Kaluli
1980

maggie wilson was born in the highlands of papua new guinea to melka amp jara a woman of
the highlands and patrick leahy brother of australian explorers michael and daniel leahy who
were among the first australian explorers to encounter people in the highlands of papua new
guinea during an expedition in search for gold maggie s life serves as a window into the complex
social and cultural transformations experienced during the early years of the australian
administration in papua new guinea and the first three decades after independence this
ethnography started as an autobiography and completed by rosita henry after maggie s death in
2009 tells maggie s story and the stories of those whose lives she touched their recollections of
maggie wilson offer insights into life in papua new guinea today

Papua New Guinea
1994

much has been written about papua new guinea over the last century and too often in ways that
legitimated or served colonial interests through highly pejorative and racist descriptions of
papua new guineans paying special attention to early travel literature works of fiction and
colonial reports laws and legislation regis tove stella reveals the complex and persistent network
of discursive strategies deployed to subjugate the land and its people



Papua New Guinea Atlas
1982

turner who has taught history at both the university of melbourne and the university of papua
new guinea provides a basic starting point for those researching both the history and modern
culture and life of papua new guinea this dictionary offers brief alphabetical entries on topics
including the arts such as lapita pottery international policies such as relations with australia
political personalities including mekere morauta economist and politician languages there are
three official languages and 750 local dialects and economic and social topics like agriculture
and whaling the 60 page bibliography displays a selection of resources organized topically
including history culture and economy c book news inc

A True Child of Papua New Guinea
2019-04-24

the country of papua new guinea has a diverse landscape filled with incredible animals and plant
life with thick rain forests and beautiful mountains it is a tropical paradise the people are as
varied as the lands in fact the country is home to the greatest language diversity in the world
modern pressures on one of the last nations to maintain a tribal life lend to a complex culture
trying to preserve the beauty of the land while growing and prospering as a nation allow readers
to explore the incredible landscape the vast diversity and the rich culture of papua new guinea
in this exciting informative book

Imagining the Other
2007-04-30

papua new guinea a history of our times

Historical Dictionary of Papua New Guinea
2001

this volume brings together a number of papers written by the author between 1971 and 2001
which address issues of political and economic development and social change in papua new
guinea

Papua New Guinea
2018-04-15

a short history of papua new guinea is a concise book describing the quick and steady growth of
the many small isolated and self sufficient societies that made up the fledging british papua and
german new guinea colonies towards the end of the nineteenth century in less than one hundred
years the people in both colonies were united as one nation achieving independence in 1975
this book traces how the british and german colonies grew and the effects that each colonial
authority had on health religion education and trade up to a decade after independence

The Constitution of Papua New Guinea
1978

provides a detailed record of the classified communications that informed and determined
australian policy in papua new guinea between 1966 and 1969



Education in Papua New Guinea
1975

the enga tee is one of the most complex and intricate systems of exchange in the tribal world
enga number more than 160 000 persons organized in clans and lacking formal judicial
procedures the tee integrates the whole region into a single economic system in which pigs
shells and other valuables are exchanged in a formal cyclical and ordered fashion book jacket

Papua New Guinea a History of Our Times
2003

the political economy of papua new guinea

The Fore Language of Papua New Guinea
1978

book about the social life and customs of the trobriand islanders of papua new guinea

The Martyrs of Papua New Guinea
1994

papua new guinea is commonly thought to be a land without railways at the very least railways
do not immediately come to mind as a topic for historical research in papua new guinea
nevertheless we set out to document and record something of the history of local railways in
1971 initially as individual projects inevitably our interest in the topic of railways brought us
together and we have been working collaboratively on our research since 1980 at first the task
was to identify and document the railways which have operated in papua new guinea to our
surprise we now have records of some 150 railway lines many of them small hand pushed
operations from a jetty to a copra store or around a sawmill others have yielded fascinating
stories of more substantial enterprises and the endeavours of colonial pioneers at the frontier as
we brought the material together we began to realise that we not only had stories about small
railway operations around the country but we also had the basis for a new look at some basic
elements of papua new guinea economic history through the story of railways we had identified
important themes which helped us learn about the economic conditions of today from the
experience of the past

State and Society in Papua New Guinea
2004-05-01

when it came in september 1975 papua new guinea s independence was marked by both
anxiety and elation in the euphoric aftermath decolonisation was declared a triumph and
immediate events seemed to justify that confidence by the 1990s however events had taken a
turn for the worse and there were doubts about the capacity of the state to function before
independence papua new guinea was an australian territory responsibility lay with a minister in
canberra and services were provided by commonwealth agencies in 1973 prime minister gough
whitlam declared that independence should be achieved within two years while australians were
united in their desire to decolonise many papua new guineans were nervous of independence
this superlative history presents the full story of the trial separation of australia and papua new
guinea concluding that given the intertwined history geography and economies of the two
neighbours the decolonisation project of independence is still a work in progress



Climate of Papua New Guinea
1983-01-01

there is a vast literature on the principles of public administration and good governance and no
shortage of theoreticians practitioners and donors eager to push for public sector reform
especially in less developed countries papua new guinea has had its share of public sector
reforms frequently under the influence of multinational agencies and aid donors yet there seems
to be a general consensus both within and outside papua new guinea that policy making and
implementation have fallen short of expectations that there has been a failure to achieve good
governance this volume which brings together a number of papua new guinean and australian
based scholars and practitioners with deep familiarity of policy making in papua new guinea
examines the record of policy making and implementation in papua new guinea since
independence it reviews the history of public sector reform in papua new guinea and provides
case studies of policy making and implementation in a number of areas including the economy
agriculture mineral development health education lands environment forestry decentralization
law and order defence women and foreign affairs privatization and aids policy is continuously
evolving but this study documents the processes of policy making and implementation over a
number of years with the hope that a better understanding of past successes and failures will
contribute to improved governance in the future

A Short History of Papua New Guinea
2007

the southern highlands is one of papua new guinea s most resource rich provinces but for a
number of years the province has been riven by conflict longstanding inter group rivalries briefly
set aside during the colonial period have been compounded by competition for the benefits
provided by the modern state and by fighting over the distribution of returns from the several
big mining and petroleum projects located within the province or impinging upon it deaths from
the various conflicts over the past decade number in the hundreds as a result of inter group
fighting criminal activity and vandalism a number of businesses have withdrawn from the
province roadblocks and ambushes have made travel dangerous in many parts and expatriate
missionaries and aid workers have left many public servants have abandoned their posts with
the result that state services are not provided corruption is rife police are often reluctant to act
because they are outnumbered and outgunned this volume brings together a number of authors
with deep experience of the southern highlands to examine the underlying dynamics of resource
development and conflict in the province its primary purpose is to provide some background to
recent events but the authors also explore possible approaches to limiting the human and
economic costs of the ongoing conflict and breakdown of governance

Australia and Papua New Guinea, 1966-1969
2006

kragur village lies on the rugged north shore of kairiru a steep volcanic island just off the north
coast of papua new guinea in 1998 the village looked much as it had some twenty two years
earlier when author michael french smith first visited but he soon found that changing
circumstances were shaking things up village on the edge weaves together the story of kragur
villagers struggle to find their own path toward the future with the story of papua new guinea s
travails in the post independence era smith writes of his own experiences as well living and
working in papua new guinea and trying to understand the complexities of an unfamiliar way of
life to tell all these stories he delves into ghosts magic myths ancestors bookkeeping tourism
the world bank the holy spirits and the meaning of progress and development village on the
edge draws on the insights of cultural anthropology but is written for anyone interested in papua
new guinea



Papua/New Guinea; Prospero's Other Island
1971

papua new guinea s variations of climate and habitat support a diverse orchid population this
book offers an introduction to the orchids of papua new guinea

The Markham Languages of Papua New Guinea
1989

the text comprises brief overviews of the physical geography history economy and traditional
culture of papua new guinea as well as information for tourists health currency
telecommunications etc

Ways of Exchange
1984

the simbu of highland new guinea knew only their tribal mountain valley until 1933 when
airplanes and white strangers intruded upon their world beyond a mountain valley focuses on
simbu memories performance and conceptions over the last sixty years particularly those
relating to interactions with newcomers and other island peoples simbu speak of their
awakening their transitions their heroes and their future paula brown provides a thoughtful
critique of historical anthropology over the past decade as well as a discussion of cohorts
generations and life course that will serve as a model for students of historical and cultural
change in tribal societies in addition to interviews and life stories collected by the author and
others the work draws on an exhaustive supply of ethnographic sources including letters diaries
and government reports expertly woven together in a compelling narrative

Introduction to Sepik Art of Papua New Guinea
1980

Medicinal Plants of Papua New Guinea
1991

Development and Dependency
1979

Geomorphology of Papua New Guinea
1977

The Trobrianders of Papua New Guinea
1988



The Abelam
1982

End of the Line
1997

A Trial Separation
2012-05-01

The Seized Collections of the Papua New Guinea Museum
1975

Policy Making and Implementation
2009-09-01

Census of Papua and New Guinea, 1966: East New Britain
1966

Conflict and Resource Development in the Southern
Highlands of Papua New Guinea
2007-11-01

Village on the Edge
2002-06-30

National Literacy Policy of Papua New Guinea
2000

Orchids of Papua New Guinea
1999

Papua New Guinea in Miniature
1974



Beyond a Mountain Valley
1995
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